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CENTRAL AND GENUS CLASS FIELDS
AND THE HASSE NORM THEOREM

Michael J. Razar

§ 1. Introduction
Let K/k be a finite Galois extension of global fields. The group
of global norms of kX is a subgroup of finite index in the group
of elements of k" which are local norms in every completion. Denote
this index by i (K/k). The classical Hasse norm theorem (HNT)
1. We say, more generally,
asserts that if Klk is cyclic, then i(Klk)
that HNT holds for Klk if i(Klk) 1.
Let L/K be an abelian extension, and let Lzl K be the maximum
subextension of L/K such that G(Lzl K) is contained in the center of
G(LZlk). Let Lg be the compositum of K and the maximum abelian
subextension of LI k. Theorem 1 of this paper asserts that there is an
ideal % of the ring of integers of k such that if L is the maximum
abelian extension of K whose conductor divides U, then 1(Klk) =
[Lz : Lg]. Theorem 2 says that HNT holds for an abelian extension Klk
if and only if it holds for every (maximal) subextension of prime
exponent. Theorem 3 gives i(K/k) for an abelian extension K/k as the
index of 1 A 2Gv in A 2G, where G G(K/k), Gv is the decomposition
group of the prime v, the sum is over all ramified primes v of k and A 2
is the second exterior power.
This paper was motivated by some recent work of D. Garbanati ([3]
and [4]) in which he studies Galois extensions K,of the rationals for
which HNT holds. In [3], using some ingenious and intricate index
computations, he proves that if KIO is Galois and if L/K is the
narrow genus class field, then i(KIO) = [Lz: Lg]. From here, he goes
on to give a criterion, in the form of the maximality of rank of a
certain matrix, for HNT to hold for some special types of extensions
of the rationals. In [4], he extends this result to abelian extensions of
0 of (odd) prime power degree which are composites of cyclic

NKlkKx

=

=

=

extensions with relatively

prime descriminants.
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The present paper is an attempt to better understand Garbanati’s
theorems and to simplify his arguments by interpreting the relevant
indices cohomologically. In §2, the problem is placed in a cohomological setting and the indices are related to each other (Proposition 2). In §3, the construction of L/K is carried out and Theorem
1 is proved. In §4 a powerful technique of Tate is used to study the
index i(K/k). In effect, Tate’s method reduces the computation of
i(Klk) to group theory once one knows the decomposition groups for
the ramified primes. In §5, this method is applied to prove Theorem 3.
In light of the results of §4 and §5, the results of §3 should probably
be used as consequences of HNT rather than criteria for HNT. In
particular, it should be possible to say a considerable amount about
towers of fields L :D K D k where L/K and K/k are abelian but L/k
is not. A simple example of this is mentioned in Remark 2 following
Theorem 1.
1 would like to express thanks to Professor Dennis Garbanati for
introducing me to this problem and for several informative conversations. 1 would also like to thank Professor Walter Hill who first
suggested that the problem might be susceptible to a cohomological
approach and whose initial ideas along these lines provided much of
the impetus for this work.

§2. Index computations
Most of this section consists of cohomological index computations.
The notation is fairly standard but is summarized below for the
convenience of the reader.

The Tate

cohomology is used:
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following lemma is
proof is given here.
The

an

easy consequence of the definitions and

A’ ~

A ----+ A" - 0
LEMMA 1: Let 0 ~
G-modules.
A’
with its image f
sequence of
Identify

be

(A’)

an

no

exact

in A. In the

induced long exact sequence

The above lemma is applied several times to G-modules
class field theory. The notation is as follows.

and w

k

=

K/k

=

G

=

arising in

(fixed) global field
(fixed) Galois extension
G(Klk).

respectively, denote valuations of k and K, respectively. If w
extends v, the notation w/ v is used. The completions are denoted by
Kw and kv and the units by Uw and Uv, if v is non-archimidean. If v is
archimidean, Uv Kxv.
For any field L, JL and CL respectively, are the idele group and
idele class group, respectively.
v

=
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Various class fields are constructed in this paper, corresponding to
certain subgroups of JK (more precisely, of CK). The subgroups of JK
are of the form

where,

for each

valuation w of K,

(i) Vw is an open subgroup of finite index in Uw.
(ii) Vw Uw for all but finitely many w.
(iii) Vw = 03C3Vw for all w and all 03C3 E G.
=

These conditions insure that
submodule of JK. Let

(JK: KX VK) 00

and that VK is

a

G-

subgroup of finite index in Cx and hence defines a
unique abelian extension L/K. The Galois group G(L/K) is a Gmodule which is isomorphic (as a G-module) to HK, where

Then TK is

an

open

For example, if VK
UK, then L is the Hilbert class field of K, HK is
the ideal class group of K, and EK is the group of (global) units of K.
Now, put DK Jx/ Ux and PK K x/Ex and collect everything into
a commutative diagram with exact rows and columns:
=

=

=
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The above diagram induces another commutative diagram with
exact rows and columns. The maps are labelled for easy reference
later.

Some of the maps in the above have
Let

interesting

number theoretic

interpretations.

LEMMA 2:

(a), (c), (e) follow from Lemma
(b) follows from Lemma lb.
(d) follows from Lemma Id.

PROOF:

la.

The main objects studied in this paper are Im 8 and Im u. The
8 is the group of elements of k" which are everywhere local
0 if and only if
norms modulo the group of global norms. Thus, Im 8
HNT holds for K/k.

image of

=
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of Im or requires some definitions. Let L be the
abelian extension of K corresponding to TK. The central class field of
Klk (relative to TK) is the maximum subextension Lz/K of L/K such
that Lz/k and is Galois and G(Lz/K) is contained in the center of G(LZ/k).
The genus class field of Klk (relative to TK) is the compositum
Lg K . La6, where Labl k is the maximum abelian subextension of
L/k. Equivalently, Lg/K is the maximum subextension of L/K such
that Lg is the compositum of K with an abelian extension of k.
It is clear that Lg C L,. The corollary to the following proposition
says that G(Lz/Lg) is isomorphic to lm u.
The

interpretation

=

PROPOSITION 1: Let Tx be an open subgroup of finite index in CK and
let L/K be class field to TK. Then Lzl K is class field to IGCK - TK and Lg/K
is class field to (CK)N . TK.

subextension of L/K Galois over k and
suppose M/K is class field to SK D Tx. Then G(M/K) is isomorphic
PROOF: Let

M/K be

a

(as a G-module) to CKISK.
(a) In order that G(M/K) be in the

center of G (M/K ) it is necesand
that
the
action
of
sufficient
G
on G(MIK) (by conjugation)
sary
be trivial. Since G(M/K) and CKISK are isomorphic G-modules, M/K
is central if and only if IGCK C SK. Since the correspondence between
class fields and subgroups of CK is order reversing, LIK is class field

IGCK - TK.
(b) Note that Lg LabK is characterized as being the smallest
subextension M/K of L/K such that Lab C M. Now Lab/k is class field
to NLIKCL
NTK and Mablk is class field to NSK. Since M C L,
SK D TK and, since Lab C Mab, NSK C NTK. If M Lg, SK is the
largest subgroup of CK such that SK D TK and NSK NTK. Thus,
to

=

=

=

=

COROLLARY: The image

of u is isomorphic (as a G-module)

to

G(Lzl Lg).
PROOF: Consider the exact sequence of G-modules:

By Proposition 1, the second and third terms are isomorphic to
G(LzIK) and G(Lg/K) respectively. By Lemma lb, the first term is
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u. The corollary follows now by Galois theory.
proposition describes a relationship between Im 8 and

to Im

isomorphic
The next
I m 0.

PROPOSITION 2:

exactness and com-

(a) Straightforward application of

PROOF:

mutativity

of

diagram.

Lemma 2c and 2e.
(c) Apply Lemma lb to the

Apply

¡f-1(G, Hx)

cohomology

map

03C3-0: H- (G, JK) --&#x3E;

which is induced by the exact sequences

§3. Construction of

a

class field

Define i(Klk) = ilm 51. In particular, i(Klk) 1 if and
holds for K/k. By Proposition 1 and Proposition 2a,
=

It

seems

hard to say in general when Ilm
are trivial. Namely,

5131 = Ilm u81.

only if HNT

But it is easy

to see when both

Thus uO = 0 and 03B403B2 0 if and only if Im 0 Im 03B2.
The remainder of this section is devoted to the construction of
=

=

a
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subgroup TK of Cx for which a0 0 and 813
class field L/K then satisfies the equation
=

=

0. The

corresponding

The cohomology groups Hq(G, JK) and Hq(G, VK) can be computed locally. It is a routine application of Shapiro’s lemma that

and

where, in the last products

a single prime w of K lying over each
of
been
This choice of one w for each v is
k
has
chosen.
prime v
fixed for the remainder of the discussion.
The map y : H-1(G, VK) ---&#x3E; H -’(G, JK) respects the above decomposition in the sense that y uyw where
=

is the map induced by the inclusion Vw C K w. For all but finitely
Uw. But if Vw = Uw the valuation exact sequence (if w
many v, Vw
is non-archimedean)
=

yields

the fact that

is exact. Since H-1(Gw, Z) 0, yW is surjective whenever Vw
Now the cokernel of y may be expressed as a finite sum
=

where the

sum

is

over

all

v

for which Vw# Uw.

=

Uw.
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w is unramified over v, or if
and
is archimedean, Gw is cyclic
hence Û-’(Gw, K’w)
H’(Gw, K w) 0. Thus Coker yw 0 in these cases too.
The following proposition is now immediate.

On the other hand, (even if Vw ~

Uw) if

w

=

=

PROPOSITION 3:
then lm v Coker
=

If Vw = Uw for all ramified non-archimedean
y 0 and consequently 03C303B8 0.

v,

=

=

The

problem of constructing Vx so that 03B403B2 Tp 0 seems to be
more difficult to do explicitly. The problem is solved below in a
somewhat non-constructive manner. However, in any given case, it
should be possible to do explicitly. Part of a theorem from the
Artin-Tate notes ([1], p. 82) is needed and is paraphrased below:
=

Let k be a global field, S a finite set
integer. Then

=

of primes of k and

n a

positive

if

PROPOSITION 4: Let S be a finite set of primes of k and let
[K : k]. There is a finite set of primes S’ disjoint from S such that
VV C Uv" for all v E S’, then the image of

is

zero.

n

=

ld) to show that Ek
vknk’ C NK". Since kxn C NK, it is enough to show that Ek C (kx)n.
Let Uk = IIv Uv and Fk = k" n Uk. Then Fk is the group of all global
units of k and so is finitely generated. Since Vw C Uw for all w,
Vk C Uk and Ek C Fk. By the result quoted from Artin-Tate,
PROOF: It is

equivalent (by

Lemma

finite group. Hence
disjoint from S such that

Now, since Fk is finitely generated, F,J Fk is
can

or,

find

a

finite

set

S’of

primes

=

a

one
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The non-constructive aspect of Proposition 4 is in determining the
set S’. Once S’ is known it is easy to construct suitable Vw as follows.
If w is non-archimedean let UW denote the subgroup of Uw consisting
of u such that w(u - 1) &#x3E; 0. Define U 1v similarly and note that (Uw)G =
Uv. If v does not divide 2n = 2[K : k], then by Hensel’s lemma
Uw C (Uw)2n. Thus, as long as the set S in Proposition 4 contains all
the prime divisors of n and all archimedean primes, it is suflicient to
put Vw UW for all w lying over some v e S’. The advantage of choosing
=

is that this choice makes L/K quite amenable to an easy arithmetic
description. To be precise, define an ideal of the ring of integers OK of K

by

Let VK be given by (3.3) and let LIK be class field to KXVK. Then L
is the maximum abelian extension of K whose conductor divides o.
Note that since all primes dividing 0 are unramified, b is the extension

OK of an ideal W of Ok which is relatively prime to the discriminant of
Klk. Also, 21 is a product of primes to the first power.

to

Propositions

3 and 4

are

combined with the above remarks to

give

a

theorem.

THEOREM 1: Let Klk be a finite Galois extension of global fields.
There are ideals % in the ring of integers Ok of k which are prime to
the discriminant of Klk such that if E is a (global) unit in Ok and
E ~ 1 (mod U), then E E NKIkKx. Let 91 be any such ideal and let L
be the maximal abelian extension of K whose conductor divides U.
Then (kx ~ NJK)INKx is isomorphic to G(L,IL,) and, consequently,

i(K/k) _ [Lz : Lg].
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of K such that L C M and if the discriminant of M/K is
relatively prime to the discriminant of Klk, then

extension

II Vw where Vw C Vw for
all w and Vw Vw = Uw for all ramified w such that M/K is class field
to KX VK. It is clear from the construction that 03B403B2 and a0 are still 0.
PROOF: Since L C M,

one can

find V’x

=

=

REMARKS:
(1) In some cases the construction can be made more explicit. For
example, if k Q, then Fk {±1}. Thus the biggest Ilm rl can be is 2.
Indeed, if -1 is a norm from K, then Vk may be taken to be Uk so
that L is just the Hilbert class field. If -1 is not a norm from K, take
=

=

Then -1 is not a local norm at the archimedean primes. For Vw C
or Vw
IRX2 and in either case -1 ~ NVW. Thus, by Lemma 2c,
Im p {+ 1} and so [Im 03C4p[ 1. It follows that if L is the narrow Hilbert
class field of K, then 1(Klk) = [LzLg]. The results in this remark are
originally due to Garbanati [3].
(2) If it is known that i(Klk) 1, the whole construction may be
considerably simplified. For if i(Klk) 1, then it is automatic that
03B403B2 = 0. Thus by (3.1) and Proposition 3, if VK is simply chosen to
satisfy Vw Uw for all ramified primes, then [LZ : Lg] 1. The arithmetic meaning of this is that if i(K/k) 1 and if L/K is any abelian
extension whose discriminant is relatively prime to that of K/k, then
L, Lg. In particular, if KI k is abelian, all non-abelian central extensions Llk of K/k must have some ramified prime of K/k ramify
=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

further.

§4. Tate’s method

Using the isomorphism from Hq(G, Z) onto iiq+2(G, CK) induced
by the cup product with the canonical class a E H2(G, CK), one gets a
fairly computational interpretation of Im 6. This technique, which is
due to Tate, is described briefly in his article on global class field
theory in [2] (p. 198). Some consequences of this method are described in this section.
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The whole idea is contained in the

following commutative diagram.

In this diagram, one prime w of K is chosen over each prime v of k,
aw denotes the canonical class in II 2( Gw, K’), and a is the canonical
class in H2(G, CK). The vertical arrows are isomorphisms induced by
cup product with the appropriate canonical classes and the horizontal
arrow ç takes an element (... aw...) to Iv Corgw(aw), where CorG is

the corestriction map. If Gw is cyclic, (as it is for all unramified
primes v) 1I-3( Gw, Z) 0. Thus the direct sum Ilv fI-3( Gw, Z) is finite.
Now, since the vertical arrows are isomorphisms, the Cokernels of 03B8
and cp are isomorphic. In particular, since Coker 0 Im,6 (see (2.2)),
HNT holds for Klk if and only if ~ is surjective and, more generally,
=

=

The

group H-3(G, Z)

duality it is
theoretic and

H2(G, Z) is called the Schur multiplier. By
isomorphic to H2(G, O/Z). Applying purely group
=

of
i(Klk) one can prove some facts about Galois extensions for which
HNT holds. In particular, for abelian extensions the situation is quite
explicit and is discussed in §5.
The following lemma contains some easy homological facts which are
used to prove statements about the Hasse norm theorem. For brevity
H2(G) is written for H2(G, Z).

homological arguments

LEMMA 3:
(a) If G1 and G2

to the above

description

are finite groups of relatively prime order, then
G2) = H2(G1) EB H2(G2).
(b) If G is a group and H is a normal subgroup, then the natural map
H2(G) ---&#x3E; H2(GIH) is onto if and only if H ~ [G, G] = [G, H]. If G,
is abelian the map is always onto.
(c) If G is a finite abelian p-group (p prime) then the kernel of the
natural map H2(G)- H2(GlpG) is pH2(G).

H2(G1

PROOF:

x

(a) Standard fact.
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(b) From the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence one
deduces the following exact sequence for any group G and normal
subgroup H.

and, since the Künneth exact sequence is natural (the splitting is not
used) the map from H2(G) to H2(GlpG) is just the obvious term by
term map induced by the projections Ci~ CilpCi. Thus the kernel is
just (D (pci),-i, that is, pH2(G).
PROPOSITION 5: Let

Kilk and K2/k be finite Galois extensions of

relatively prime degree. Then i(KIK21k) i(Kllk)i(K21k). Thus
holds for K1K2/k if and only if it holds for K1/k and K2/k.
=

HNT

PROOF: Since [K1: k] and [K2: k] are relatively prime, K1K2/k is
Galois with Galois group G G1 x G2 where G1 G(K1/k) and G2
G(K2/k). If w is a prime of K lying over wi and W2 of Ki and K2
respectively, then Gw (G1)Wl x (G2)W2’ Thus, by lemma 3a, we have a
commutative diagram with vertical isomorphisms
=

=

=

=

Since the vertical maps are isomorphisms, Coker ’P
Coker ’P2 and the result follows.
LEMMA 4: Let

normal

Klk be

subgroup of

G.

If

=

Coker

’Pl E9

Galois extension, G
G(Klk) and H a
the map H2(G) ---&#x3E; H2(GIH) is surjective and
a

=
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if E
HNT

KH is the fixed field of H, then i(Elk)
for Klk implies HNT for Elk.

=

divides

i(Klk)

and hence

G(E/K) G/H. If w is a valuation of K
which restricts to W1 in E, then (GIH)w, Gwl(Gw n H). Moreover, the
following diagram is obviously commutative with exact rows.
PROOF: First note that

=

=

v

f is surjective by hypothesis. Thus, g is surjective, and so
i(E/k) (the order of Coker ~1) divides i(K/k) (the order of Coker ~).

The map

PROPOSITION 6: If Klk is a finite abelian extension, then i(E/k)
divides i(Klk) for all subextensions E. In particular, if HNT holds for
Klk then it holds for all subextensions E/k.

PROOF: Lemmas 3b and 4.
PROPOSITION 7: Let Klk be a finite Galois extension. If E/k is a
subextension of Klk such that the degrees [E : k] and [K : E] are
relatively prime, then i(Elk) divides i(Klk).

PROOF: In the exact sequence (4.3), the order of the group
[G, G]/[G, H]) divides the order of H. But the group H2(GIH) is
byIGIHI, which, by hypothesis, is relatively prime to IHI.
(H n [G, G]/[G, H]) is a quotient of H2(GIH), its order must
Thus the map H2(G) ---&#x3E; H2(GIH) is onto and Lemma 4 applies.

(H

n

killed
Since
be 1.

PROPOSITION 8: If Kilk and K2/k are finite Galois extensions such
that Ki ~ K2 k then i(Ktlk) and i(K21k) divide i(KIK21k). Thus if
HNT holds for KiK21k then it holds for Kilk and K21k.
=

PROOF: If G
G1 X G2 and H G1 X 1 or 1 x G2 then it is easy to
fl
see that (H
[G, G]/[G, H]) 0 or, for that matter, to see directly
that H2(G) ~ H2(G/H) is onto.
=

=

=

REMARK:
case where

Proposition 5 provides a converse to Proposition 8 in the
[Ki: kl and [K2: k] are relatively prime. No general
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hold since every abelian extension can be built up from
extensions for which HNT automatically holds.

converse can

cyclic

PROPOSITION 9: If Klk is an abelian extension of p-power degree,
and if Kolk is the maximum subextension whose Galois group has
exponent p, then HNT holds for Klk if and only if it holds for Kolk.
PROOF: If G
G(Klk), then G(K0/k) = GlpG
in
As
the
ditively).
proof of Lemma 4, look at the
=

(G written addiagram

Since g is surjective, if cp is surjective so is ~~1. By Lemma 3c, g has
kernel pH2(G). Suppose CP1 is surjective. Since f is surjective (by
Lemma 3b), so is gcp. Thus Im cp + Ker g H2(G) or,
=

By induction, Im ç
finite p-group, Im ç

+

pnH2(G)

=

=

H2(G) for all

n, and

since H2(G) is

a

H2(G).

Combining Proposition 5 and Proposition 9 with the fundamental
theorem on finite abelian groups reduces the question of whether
HNT holds for a given abelian extension to checking whether it holds
for all subextensions of prime exponent.
THEOREM 2: Let KI k be a finite abelian extension, then HNT holds
for K/k if and only if HNT holds for every (maximal) subextension of

prime exponent.
§5. Abelian extensions

important special case where K/k is abelian, the map
11,H2(G,,)--&#x3E;H2(G) can be described in a very explicit manner - one
which is quite amenable to computations in many cases. The key fact
is that the homology group H2(G) is naturally isomorphic to A 2G (the
second exterior power of G). This fact is probably well-known but a
short proof is included here.
In the
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LEMMA 5: If G is a finite abelian
phism from A 2G to H2(G).

group there is

a

natural isomor-

PROOF: The natural cup product pairing H2(G) x H2(G, Q/Z) ~ Q/Z
is non-degenerate and sets the groups H2(G) and H2(G, Q/Z) in
perfect duality. Hence it suffices to give a natural isomorphism from
H2(G, O/Z) to Hom (A 2G, O/Z).
Let f (u, T) be a 2-cocycle on G with values in a IZ. Then, since G acts
trivially on 0 IZ, f satisfies the cocycle identity f (ur, &#x3E;) + f (u, T) =
f (u, T&#x3E;) + f (T, &#x3E;) which may be rewritten as

Since G is abelian, the left side of (5.1) is symmetric in a and T and
the right side is symmetric in T and IL. Therefore, the whole expression is fixed by all permutations of CI, T and IL. Interchange T and
u, on the left side and a and T on the right side to get

Given any 2-cocycle

f

on

G with values in

Q/Z, define

for all u, T E G. Then by (5.2) f * is an alternating bilinear map from
to
G X G
a/z. Define a homomorphism ço: Z2(G, Q/Z) ---&#x3E;
Hom (A 2G, O/Z) by ço(f) = f*. The kernel of ço consists of all
symmetric 2-cocycles and so includes all 2-coboundaries. Hence ’Po
induces a homomorphism

The kernel of ç consists of all classes of symmetric cocycles. But
symmetric cocycles correspond to abelian central extensions of G by
0/Z. Thus Ker ç Ext (G, OIZ) 0 and so ç is injective. To see that
ç is an isomorphism, express G as a direct sum of cyclic groups and
compute the order of H2(G, 0/Z) by the Künneth theorem. The order
of Hom (A2G, OIZ) is easy to compute directly and is the same. Thus
ç is an isomorphism.
=

=

It is easy to use this lemma to compute with the map ç of (4.1).
Note that since G is abelian, the decomposition group Gw depends
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only

on v

and

so

now

takes

on

the

Gv is written in place of Gw. The criterion of Tate

following form.

THEOREM 3: If Klk is
the Cokernel of the map

abelian, then i(K/k) is equal

(where the product is over primes
given by cp(..., 03C3v A Tv, ...) = ~v w
and only if HNT holds for Klk.
PROOF:

Finally

Diagram (4.1) and
we

give

ditions which
tensions.

are

v
A

to the order

of

dividing the discriminant of Klk)
Tv. In particular cp is surjective if

Lemma 5.

examples of explicit number theoretic conequivalent to the HNT for certain kinds of extwo

EXAMPLE 1: Let Klk have Galois group G = Z/PZ X Z/PZ (p a
prime). Then HNT holds for K/k if and only if there is a prime v of k
which is the power of a prime of K.
PROOF: The only choice for a decomposition group Gv is G or
Z/PZ. In the latter case H2(Gv)=A 2Gv 0. In the former case the
=

map cp is onto.

EXAMPLE 2: Let K/ k have Galois group G = Z/PZ x Z/PZ X Z/pl-.
Then HNT for K/k if and only if either
(a) There is a prime v of k which is a power of a prime of K.
(b) Every prime of k lies below more than one (p or p 2 or p 3) prime
of K but there are primes VI, v2, v3 of k with distinct decomposition groups such that the three groups {Gvi rl Gvil (i ~ j)
span G.
PROOF: Clearly (a) implies the HNT. If (b) holds then each Gv, has
order p 2 and there is a basis of G {x y, z} such that x E Gv, rl GV2’
y E GVI n GV3’ z E GV2 n GV3. Thus x A y E A 2GVl’X 1B Z E A 2GV2 and
A 2G.
y A Z E A 2GV3 and so 1 A 2Gv
Conversely, if 1 A 2GV A 2G, then either some Gv G or else there
are three primes VI, v2, v3 of k such that Gv; has order p2 (i
1, 2, 3)
and such that A 2GvI + A 2GV2 + A 2GV3 = A 2 G. Now GVi ~ Gvj, so Gv; n Gç
=

=

=

=
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dimensional. Let x, y and z span Gv, ~ G,, Gv, ~ GV3 and
Then x, y, z must be linearly independent in
order that A 2Gvl + A 2GV2 + A 2GV3 = A 2G.
is

one

G, n GV3 respectively.
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